Mull, Brandon

Five Kingdoms series (#1—Sky Raiders)
Whisked through a portal to The Outskirts, an in-between
world, sixth-grader Cole must rescue his friends and find
his way back home—before his existence is forgotten.
Nix, Garth

Frogkisser!
Princess Anya has several big problems: Duke Rikard, her
evil wizard step-stepfather wants to rule the kingdom and
has a habit of changing people into frogs. The only way to
save herself and her kingdom is to take on an epic quest.
Ormsbee, K. E.

The House in Poplar Woods
Lee and Felix live in a house in Poplar Woods where their
mother serves Memory, and their father assists Death, and
only Lee is allowed to leave the house .
Raasch, Sarah

Snow Like Ashes (#1—Snow Like Ashes)
Orphaned Meira, a fierce chakram-wielding warrior from
the Kingdom of Winter, must struggle to free her people
from the tyranny of an opposing kingdom.
Ruebush, McKenna

Enter a Glossy Web
Twelve-year-old George (don’t call her Georgina!) and a
ragtag crew set off to find her kidnapped Uncle
Constantine, and end up on a quest to save our world and
many others.
Sanderson, Brandon

Reckoners series (#1—Steelheart)

Suggestions for Young Adult
books about …

David joins a group known as the Reckoners, who are
trying to end the tyranny of the Epics, humans with
superhuman powers who killed David’s father.
Schrieve, Hal

Out of Salem
Gender queer 14-year-old Z Chilworth has to adjust quickly
to their new status as a zombie after waking from death
from a car crash that killed their parents and sisters. .

A few notes:
 These book lists are examples, not complete
lists of books which fit into the genre.
 Not all books will be of interest to or
appropriate for every reader.
 Teen Scene staff are always eager to help you
find a book that fits your personal taste and
interests. Just ask!
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Adeyemi, Tomi

Cluess, Jessica

Children of Orisha series
(#1—Children of Blood and Bone)

Kingdom on Fire series
(#1—A Shadow Bright And Burning)

Zélie, her brother Tzain, and rogue princess Amari fight to
restore magic to the land in opposition to the crown prince
who believes the return of magic will lead to the end of
the monarchy.

When her unusual powers mark her as the one destined to
lead the war against the seven Ancients, Henrietta trains
to become the first female sorcerer in centuries.
Cole, Frank

Albert, Melissa

Hazel Wood series (#1—The Hazel Wood)
The mystery behind her grandmother’s famously dark
tales draws Alice’s inexorably toward the Hinterland.

Potion Masters series (#1—Potion Masters)
Aspiring Potion Master Gordy Stitser must prevent the
Eternity Elixir from falling into the hands of the rebels who
are working to release the most powerful potion master of
all time and take over the world.

Aveyard, Victoria

Red Queen series (#1—Red Queen)

Duncan, Emily

Working in the palace among the hated Silver elite, Mare
Barrows discovers that despite her Red blood, she possess
a deadly power that threatens the balance of the kingdom.

Wicked Saints
A girl who can speak to gods. A prince in danger. A boy
with a monstrous secret. Their paths entwine in a
Shadowy world of spilled blood and mysterious saints.

Bardugo, Leigh

Six of Crows duology (#1—Six of Crows)

King, Wesley

Six dangerous outcasts. One impossible heist. Kaz's crew is
the only thing that might stand between the world and
destruction—if they don't kill each other first.

Wizenard series
(#1—Training Camp: Rain, Twig, Cash, Peno,
Lab)

Black, Holly

A struggling team of kids from a poor neighborhood is
transformed by the appearance of a mysterious coach.

Folk of the Air series
(#1—The Cruel Prince)
Jude strives to belong at the High Court of Faerie, pitting
herself against the many fey who despise humans,
including Prince Cardan, the wicked son of the High King.
Blackburne, Livia

Howard, A.G.

Splintered series (#1—Splintered)
Plagued by a family curse, Alyssa, the sassy great-great
granddaughter of THE Alice in Wonderland, plunges back
into the rabbit hole for a new adventure in Wonderland.

Midnight Thief series
(#1—Midnight Thief)

Jobin, Matthew

Kyra, a highly skilled 17-year-old thief, is pulled into a guild
of assassins with questionable motives, as the city is under
attack by the mysterious Demon Riders.

Moorvale has been at peace since the knight Tristan and
the wizard Vithric defeated the evil Nethergrim. But when
a group of children go missing, everyone realizes—the
Nethergrim has returned.

The Nethergrim Trilogy (#1—The Nethergrim)

Choksai, Roshani

The Gilded Wolves Series
(#1—The Gilded Wolves)
When the Order of Babel coerces him to help them on a
mission, Séverin is offered a treasure that he never
imagined: his true inheritance.
Clayton, Dhonielle

Belles series (#1—The Belles)
Belles control Beauty, a treasured commodity, and
Camellia wants to be chosen to live in the palace and be
recognized as the most talented Belle in the land, but dark
secrets dwell behind palace walls.

MacMillan, Kathy

Sword and Verse series
(#1—Sword and Verse)
Raisa, a slave girl, is chosen to become a tutor and learn a
secret language. She is torn between her feelings for
Prince Mati and her desire to help free her people.
Matharu, Taran

The Summoner series (#1—The Novice)
After Fletcher discovers that he has the ability to summon
demons, he travels to Adept Military Academy where he
must decide where his loyalties lie.

